Agenda
MK: Bletchley/Fenny Stratford Town Deal Board
Thursday 16 June 2022
15:30 – 17:00
Virtual Meeting & Civic Room 1.24
(Note: Members of the public are not permitted to attend this meeting.
However, agendas and minutes of the Board will be published and made available to the public)
1. Welcome, Introductions & Apologies

Chair

2. Previous Minutes & Matters Arising

Chair

5 mins

3. Business Case Update Post Submissions & Overall Programme Update

AR

15 mins

4. Transport Hub/Interchange Update

AR

15 mins

5. Fibre Update

MS

10 mins

6. Innovation Hub Update

AR

15 mins

7. Reconfirming Board Attendees

Chair

10 mins

DS

10 mins

8. AOB:
8.1 Multi-Storey Car Park Adjoining the Bletchley Leisure Centre

Future Meeting Dates:
July date TBC

**Please notify any AOB matters in advance of the meeting**

Minutes of the meeting of the MK: BLETCHLEY/FENNY STRATFORD TOWN DEAL
BOARD held on TUESDAY 29 MARCH 2022 at 9.00am.

Present:

J Cove (JC) (Chair & Chair - MK Dons SET), J Barker (JB) (SEMLEP), A
Ravn-Aagaard (ARA) (Treasurer – Consortium of Bletchley Resident
Associations), I Revell (IR) (CEO - MK Community Foundation), M
Todman (MT) (Area Lead - BEIS), S Rosevear (SR) (Avison Young), L
Guyon (LG) (Avison Young), J Mills (JM) (CEO - MK College), J
Fairclough (JF) (Clerk - Bletchley & Fenny Stratford Town Council), H
Hupton (HH) (Clerk – West Bletchley Council), I Stewart (IS) (MP for
Milton Keynes South), T Roxburgh (TR) (Special Projects Director Milton Keynes Development Partnership) and D Webber (DW)
(Associate – Hyas Associates)

Also Present:

T Aldworth (TA) (Deputy Chief Executive - Milton Keynes Council), N
Sainsbury (NS) (Milton Keynes Council), A Rodgers (AR) (Business
Case Development Manager – Milton Keynes Council), S Lloyd (SL)
Strategic Lead Economy & Policy – Milton Keynes Council and E
Pierce (EP) (Project Support Officer – Milton Keynes Council)

Apologies:

Councillor P Marland (Deputy Chair & Leader of Milton Keynes
Council), H Chipping (Chief Executive - SEMLEP), N Hart (SEMLEP), A.
Warner (Milton Keynes College) P Hume (Joint Sponsor Lead –
Network Rail/East West Rail Company), J Silva (Network Rail), B
Everitt (MP), S Proffitt (Director of Environment & Property – Milton
Keynes Council), P Hammond (Area Manager MK Land and Tariff Milton Keynes Council), J. Graham (Network Rail), J Jardine (EWR), O
Mytton (Deputy Director for Public Health - Milton Keynes Council), D
Shephard (Clerk - Bletchley & Fenny Stratford Town Council) and Dr V
Cathanboo (Westfield Road GP Surgery)

MINUTES:
TDB78

WELCOME, INTRODUCTIONS AND APOLOGIES
The Chair welcomed members of the Board to the meeting.

TDB79

PREVIOUS MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING
The Chair invited comments on the minutes from the Board meeting
held on 21 March 2022. There were none.
RESOLVED:
The minutes of the above meeting were approved as a correct record
with no amendments required.

TDB80

ACTIVE MARKETING OF VACANT SITES (AMOVS) – BUSINESS CASE
The key driver for this project is to attract businesses to locate to
Bletchley and Fenny Stratford by actively promoting the regeneration
programme and showcasing the commercial opportunities arising
from the Towns Deal and any other investment opportunities.
The delivery body for this project will be MKC run by a team with
extensive experience in this area. The total cost is £710, 000 (100%
revenue) which accounts for 3.1% of the Towns Deal funds.
The operating period for the project will run from Spring 20222024/25.
The scheme delivers good vale for money and has a Benefit Cost
Ration (BCR) of 2.58.
The Towns fund investment will support an improved level of
engagement with local businesses via a dedicated Business
Engagement Officer, who will be recruited in April 2022 alongside an
Inward Investment Executive. Recruitment to these positions will
enable the delivery of a Marketing Campaign and a Business
Networking scheme.

JM said that the links to other projects needs to be clear especially
for this business case.
JM further stated that none of the business cases to date seem to
specify how they will be working with other organisations. Working
together to share intelligence and capture it, is important. SL
confirmed that the team currently works extensively with other
organisations.
JB said that integration with the rest of the programme is
fundamental. Looking at the timing of the integration is also
important. Value for money will only be delivered if the timings are
well managed.
IR said that it is important that local links to Parish Councils are
highlighted. He further suggested that the new recruits could be
based in the Bletchley area as they would have better local
connections.
RESOLVED:
That the Board unanimously approved the AMoVS business case.
TDB81

TRANSPORT HUB
A Strategic Outline Case (SOC) has been produced for the Transport
Hub project. The purpose of the SOC is to reaffirm the strategic
context for the project, to make the case for change and identify the
‘preferred way forward’. Due to a number of uncertainties this
project will require an extension of time in order to produce a Full
Business Case (FBC).
The project accounts for 17.2% of the Towns Deal fund allocation.
The original vision was to deliver an eastern entrance to Bletchley
railway station to coincide with the delivery of East-West Rail. There
are however a number of investments that need to be delivered
before this ambition can be realised. A staged process is therefore
proposed.

This project will currently be delivered by MKC.
The proposed first stage will be to invest in preparatory works in the
Saxon Street area which will support the linkage of the station to
Bletchley town centre.
Value for money – the BCR for this project is 2.22.
The first tranche of activity will be funded using Towns Deal funds as
well as match funding, later stages will require additional funding.
City Science are doing precise costings ahead of producing the full
business case.
JC stated that funding could be at risk as there is no guarantee of
future funding.
JB said that the works on Saxon Street need to take in to account
impacts on transport flow, there are a lot of risks attached to the
proposed works and a detailed risk register will need implementing.
NS confirmed that City Science have done some high level modelling
and identified that the Saxon Street works could go ahead without
causing traffic issues.
IS stated that he does not support the works on Saxon Street, and he
would be reluctant to support spending money on enabling works
whilst the bigger vision is not fully developed.
JC requested that ARA’s comments that were circulated ahead of the
Board meeting were reviewed and appropriately reflected in the Full
Business Case (FBC). It was confirmed that the final FBC would reflect
all considerations and conversations.
TA advised that a review of progress will be brought to the next
Board meeting in May before reaching the FBC stage.
RESOLVED:
That the Board recognises the business case will require further
development in order to reach a full business case approval stage
and recognises the need for future Board engagement whilst
producing this business case.

TDB82

INNOVATION HUB
A Strategic Outline Case (SOC) has also been produced for the
Innovation Hub project, this project will also require an extension of
time in order to produce a FBC.
The delivery body for this project will be MKDP. It is proposed that
part of the Brunel Centre in Central Bletchley is utilised for the
Innovation Hub for around 2 or 3 years. This will enable the market
to be tested to understand the demand before delivering a larger
permanent solution.
TA said that the original Innovation Hub ambitions have not been
abandoned. This is a short term solution whilst the market for the
facility is tested and will enable us to start delivering on outputs and
outcomes sooner than anticipated. There is more work to do to
finalise the concept and how it will look.
JC said that there is a concern relating to spending money on interim
solutions and the business case needs to be clear about the project
risks.
RESOLVED:
That the Board recognises the business case will require further
development in order to reach a full business case approval stage
and recognises the need for future Board engagement whilst
producing this business case.

TDB83

AOB
JC advised that there is still time to comment on both the Transport
and Innovation Hub projects and the Board would be kept up to date
on progress.
JB enquired how the Towns Deal Board would operate moving
forwards into delivery stages. JC advised that this can be discussed
and agreed once all business cases are approved.

DATES FOR THE NEXT MEETINGS:
16 June 2022
THE CHAIR CLOSED THE MEETING at 10:05

BLETCHEY AND
FENNY STRATFORD
TOWN DEAL BOARD
PROGRAMME REPORT
16 June 2022

PROJECT UPDATES
PROJECT
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PROGRESS UPDATE

PROJECT 1 (£3,050,000)
Innovation Hub
Iain Stevenson
Matthew Green

• Project FBC submission likely to be delayed until end of Sept 22. This is due to 2 factors, first the lack of consultants available to conduct the Feasibility Study and the fact
that now MK College wishes to revisit the prospect of this project being delivered by the College and place it within its Graduate Centre
• This addresses the affordability issue that we had placing the Hub inside the Blue Light centre and also the proposal to temporarily activate this in the Brunel Centre
• MK College needs to develop a plan that delivers the regeneration outcomes and verifiable outputs and is clear where the capital funding will be invested and can be
justified

PROJECT 2 (£8,910,000)
Revolving Development Fund
Matthew Green
Stuart Proffitt

• Funds now allocated to the RDF from DLUCH
• Governance process flow developed . This outlines how MKDP will appraise the long list options to short list - which will be sent to TD Chair and then S151 for final sign off
due to commercial sensitivity of proposals.

PROJECT 3 (£3,910,000)
Transport Hub/Interchange
John Cove/Peter Hume
Paul Hammond

• City Science have produced a costed feasibility study that looks at what scheme is affordable under the current budget constraints and further what scheme is deliverable
within the TD timeframe
• The Transport Hub needs some enabling work done before any form of Hub could be created – such as moving the CEMEX entrance and created space to relocate the bus
station to near a potential eastern station entrance
• The risk to this project is that this plan needs to be more integrated with the NR and EW Rail plans and their commitment to an Eastern Entrance is not confirmed

PROJECT 4 (£2,101,655)
Public Realm Improvements
Neil Sainsbury/Paul Hammond

• PERS Audit commissioned and underway – scheduled to be competed August 22
• PRI Masterplan to be developed in August 22
• Funding approved with DLUCH but funds will not be with MKC until next FY

PROJECT 5 (£760,000)
Redway Improvements
Ian Revell/Stuart Proffitt

• Design of Redway sections 2-4 completed
• Planning documents submitted end of May 22
• Start work Oct 22

PROJECT 6 (£306,000)
Tech Park Bletchley
Julie Mills/Alex Warner

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specification for training equipment and mobile facility ready for tender action
Procurement will start once the TD money has been transferred
Project go live still on course for March 23
Prime contractor now selected
Value Engineering process still left the project with a £250K funding gap which has been closed with additional donations
Draft funding agreement (MKC/BP) sent for review
Agreement has yet to be finalised with Bletchley Park legal team

PROJECT 8 (£100,000)
Fibre Connectivity
Angie Ravn-Agaard/Paul Thomas

•
•
•
•

Selected contractor (City Fibre) appears to have reached the annual total for authorised subsidised work
MKC is reluctant to proceed if there is a potential compliance breach over subsidy
MKC will either have to retender the work or
Deliver to the 12 additional properties under the new DCMS BDUK Project Gigabit programme that starts in 2023

PROJECT 9 (£710,000)
Active Marketing of vacant sites

• Business Engagement Officer recruited April 22 and engaging with key stakeholders to prepare plan
• Inward investment and engagement strategy to be published end of June 22

PROJECT 7 (£2,240,000)
Transformation at Bletchley Park
Helen Hupton/Iain Standen

INNOVATION HUB
Top Project Risks

Key Milestones

MK College strategy and outcomes different to original submission

Seek further delay from DLUHC for FBC approval

June 22

MK College Board might not sign off on the displacement impact on teaching resource

Feasibility Study complete

September 22

FBC approved by TD Board

June 22

Overall project rating

REVOLVING DEVELOPMENT FUND
Top Project Risks

Key Milestones

Resource availability to manage the RDF in MKDP

Create a long list of strategic options

June 22

Getting commercial interest in development proposals

Short list of 3 options for S151 assessment

July 22

Inflation impact on costing

Recommended option for 1st turn of the fund to the TD Board
for approval

October 22

Overall project rating

TRANSPORT HUB/Interchange
Top Project Risks
The project as funded enables a transport hub but does not deliver one

MKC is under time pressure to deliver outcomes otherwise we lose funding:
• End of FY 24 for £7.1m WiK funding
• End of FY 26 for TD funding
The programme has a critical dependency on what ED rail choose to do with an Eastern
Entrance
• The current scheme is in line with approved policy

Key Milestones
Phasing plan to deliver the Hub vision (as outlined in the TIP)

June 22

FBC approved

July 22

Network Rail/EW Rail need to approve scheme design

August 22

Commence detailed traffic flow studies

December 22

Complete detailed designs

March 23

Overall project rating

PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
Top Project Risks
Affordability of recommended schemes due to inflation

Need to coordinate with wider masterplans
• NR and EW Rail
• MKDP
Need to coordinate with Transport Hub schemes

Key Milestones
PERS audit for Bletchley and Fenny Stratford completes

August 22

Commence PRI masterplanning

September - December
22

Develop 1st costed scheme for TD Board approval

January – March 23

Overall project rating

REDWAY IMPROVEMENTS
Top Project Risks

Key Milestones

Network Rail does not agree lease terms on land for section 4

Planning permission granted

August 22

There is no agreement with Network Rail on how to connect section 4 with sections 5&6
• In terms of outcomes the scheme is incomplete

Commence work

October 22

Project complete
• Section 4

May 23

Overall project rating

TECH PARK BLETCHLEY
Top Project Risks

Key Milestones

Inflation impacting on affordability

Purchase equipment and mobile unit

July/August 22

Staffing and resourcing availability

Design training courses and content

Summer 22

Promote to schools and community groups

Summer 22

Launch Tech Park Bletchley

Jan 23

Overall project rating

TRANSFORMATION AT BLETCHLEY PARK
Top Project Risks

Key Milestones

Inflation impact on prime contract
• Need to raise more money to cover cost risk

Agree contract and commence build

July 22

Planning permission still not granted which will delay getting on contract

Complete build

August 22

Commence course delivery

October 22

Overall project rating

FIBRE CONNECTIVITY
Top Project Risks

Key Milestones

Cannot get a contractor to bid the revised fibre project scope

Re-tender fibre project

August 22

Project Gigabit does not want to include the 12 properties under the current scope in the
fallback option

Deliver project

December 22

Overall project rating

ACTIVE MARKETING OF VACANT SITES
Top Project Risks
Trying to market Bletchley hard whilst key regeneration projects are not defined
• Transport Hub
• PRI
• Innovation Hub

Key Milestones
Inward Investment and Engagement Strategy produced

June 22

Marketing Strategy and Specialist Consultant tender released

July 22

Digital marketing consultant appointment

September 22

Overall project rating

TOP PROGRAMME RISKS

Programme overall Budget
£22.7m

High Impact Risks

RAG Rating

Inflation on Capital spend projects:
• Bletchley Park tenders all c10% more than budget
• Value engineering process needs to be scoped in to all contracting time frames
• Firm prices will only be held for one month in most cases
EW Rail Programme review
• Still not clear on the implications for any Eastern entrance – and lack of commitment to this proposal
• High impact on the Transport Hub and PRI projects
• High impact on MKDP developments (Police station site and Brunel Centre)
Resourcing
• LUF bids going to cause resource constraints at MKC and DHLUC
Transport Hub/Interchange Project Deliverability
• The scheme is complex and has a dependency on NR and EWR
• The scheme defined enables the Hub rather than is a Hub (the scheme to provide a Hub needs to be phased)
Innovation Hub
• No consultancy was available to do the feasibility study
• Locating the Hub in the Brunel centre was more affordable but it did impede further opportunistic development of the site
• MK College need to develop a plan to place it in the College which would result in further project re-profiling

Overall programme rating

Bletchley and Fenny Stratford
Town Deal Programme Board
Transport Hub/Interchange –
Briefing Note
Alasdair Rodgers
Programme Manager
June 2022

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Agenda

Background/Policy Context
Aim of Study
Constraints
Preferred Option Definition
Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM)
Costs
Exclusions
Deductions, Issues, Risks
Next Steps
Conclusions

Policy Context
•

The 2012 update to the Local Transport Plan included the adoption of the
Bletchley Transport Strategy, which includes proposal for relocating the bus station
and downgrading Saxon Street (V7) to improve the public transport interchange

•

The December 2019 Adopted Central Bletchley Prospectus details how the Council
will “harness the potential of east-West rail to create an eastern station entrance
and associated transport interchange that faces the town centre.”

•

It further details that Saxon Street (V7) will be turned from a highway into a
pedestrian scaled street, which will create a strong sense of arrival to Central
Bletchley and also help to break the physical divide between East and West
Bletchley created by the railway line.

Vision
Central Bletchley will be an attractive,
vibrant, prosperous and well-designed
place providing a good quality of life
for new and existing residents,
workers within Bletchley as well as
being seen as a destination for
visitors. It will offer sustainable
lifestyle options and choices fit for the
21st century that is alternative but
complementary to much of the Milton
Keynes offer.

Any future scheme needs to encompass
the following:
• Highways to be designed as inclusive
streets for all users to encourage
pedestrian movement and ensure
Central Bletchley becomes a
walkable neighbourhood;
• High quality pedestrian routes
providing easy access to wider green
spaces;
• A serious alternative offer to the car;

Bletchley
Opportunities As Outlined in
the Prospectus 2019
•
•
•
•

EW Rail enhanced connectivity – Oxford & Cambridge
New Eastern Entrance to the Station and Gateway to Bletchley
Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) scheme linking central Bletchley to Central MK
Bletchley seen as transport interchange within the context of the
Oxford/Cambridge Arc

Bletchley
Transport Challenges
('City Science' – Transport
Study)
• Severance effect caused be railway lines and the current design of Saxon
St
• Vehicle dominated streets and high level of parking provision within the
urban realm
• Limited existing cycle infrastructure
• Limited multi-modality of transport provision
• Poor connectivity between, Bus Station, Rail Station and Queensway

'City Science' Costed Transport Hub Options Study

•
•

To cost preferred feasible option by phases of
work
The Aim of the Scheme being to:
• Reduce the current severance effect
• Enhance access to the station, town
centre and bus station
• Improve safety of the Public Realm
• Reflect best practice in 'Place Making'
• Improve the productive potential of
Bletchley
• Enhancing multi-modal transport options

Study Constraints

•

WiK = Work in Kind funding

Affordability based on TD funds and the release
of Work in Kind (WiK) for EW Rail
•

WiK fund is MKC contribution to EW rail
and it amounts to an additional £7.1M

•

TD Transport Hub project is £3.9M

•

Viability within the TD implementation horizon

•

Need to be coordinated with NR/EW Rail Masterplanning design drivers for the station

•

Therefore, the above factors focuses the scheme
on the southern part of Saxon St – Between
Brunel and Prince's Way roundabouts

Preferred Option

Preferred Option – Scheme Definition (7 Schemes/
Components)

Component 2 – Replacing Princes Way Roundabout with
Signalised Junction
3 x Schemes from the original Transport and
Parking Study are now reflected in the above
scheme. These are:

ROM Costings

Deductions – Issues
and Risks
The following schemes are out of
scope, because of:
• Lack of affordability
• Too long timescale to deliver
• Too heavy dependency on EW rail
delivery

Deductions – Issues
and Risks
•
•
•
•
•

Costs don't include design fees
Costs don't include allowance for
moving utilities
Rough estimates made for Land
Acquisition
Details on existing layout of utilities
will require detailed surveys
Inflation will have an impact
–

The project will need a 25% buffer for
risk

Deductions – Issues
and Risks
•

Traffic queueing
–
–

•

•

City Science microsimulation study finds
little impact on queueing at peak times
But a new study is needed to
integrate microsimulation model with a
strategic traffic assessment

The preferred option fits the design
drivers for the station options
outlined in the design work
commissioned by EW Rail (Arup Study
2021)
A transport hub cannot be developed
around new bus station located
contiguous with the potential eastern
entrance – until this enabling scheme
is enacted

Next Steps
•
•
•

Engineering design schematics will
need to be produced
Planning will need to gauge traffic
impacts in detail
MKC Highways will need to review
contingencies and dependencies of
the recommended scheme for risks
that have not yet be
qualified/quantified herein

Next Steps
• Update to Towns Deal Board – June 2022
• Detailed Traffic modelling & impact assessment – 1 month
• Engineering feasibility assessment/Outline design – 3-6 months
• Consultation and engagement with local stakeholders – 3-4 months
• Feedback to Towns Deal board for final ‘Go/no go’ decision of final
option – 1 month
• Detailed Highways design/technical approvals – 6 months
• Scheme delivery – 9 months

Conclusion
•

•

•

•

The integrated nature of the preferred
option here will be more cost
effective and less disruptive to deliver
than delivering elements piecemeal
The scheme will enable a gateway
development and a multi-modal hub
at bus station which is relocated to be
next to a new eastern entrance
This enabling scheme will improve
land values and the economic viability
of the redevelopment of the Brunel
Centre site
It will enable wider PRI improvement

Actions for Network
Rail and EW Rail
•
•

NR/EW need to take a clear decision on the
status of the proposed Eastern Entrance
NR/EW Rail need to be clear on their timeframe for constructively engaging with MKC
on the transport hub scheme outlined
herein
–

•

•

When will they approve or not this scheme?

NR/EW need to be clear with TD Board and
MKC when stakeholders will understand
what the future of the EW Rail scheme is
NR/EW rail must engage with MKC on
approving or not the release of the £7.1M
WiK funding for DfT. As that must be spent
by end of FY24

Thank you

